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Clitoral surgery on minors: an interview study with clinical experts of differences of sex development

Lih-Mei Liao, Peter Hegarty, Sarah Creighton, Tove Lundberg, Katrina Roen

ABSTRACT

Objectives Clitoral surgery on minors diagnosed with differences of sex development is increasingly positioned as a violation of human rights. This qualitative study identified how health professionals (HPs) navigate the contentious issues as they offer care to affected families.

Design Qualitative analysis of audio-recorded semistructured interviews with HPs. All of the interviews were transcribed verbatim for theoretical thematic analysis.

Setting Twelve specialist multidisciplinary care centres for children, adolescents and adults diagnosed with a genetic condition associated with differences of sex development.

Participants Thirty-two medical, surgical, psychological and nursing professionals and clinical scientists in 12 specialist centres in Britain and Sweden formed the interview sample.

Results All interviewees were aware of the controversial nature of clitoral surgery and perceived themselves and their teams as non-interventionist compared with other teams. Data analyses highlighted four strategies that the interviewees used to navigate their complex tasks: (1) engaging with new thinking, (2) holding on to historical assumptions, (3) reducing the burden of dilemmas and (4) being flexible. In response to recent reports and debates that challenge clitoral surgery on minors, HPs had revised some of their opinions. However, they struggled to reconcile their new knowledge with the incumbent norms in favour of intervention as they counsel care users with a genetic condition associated with differences of sex development.

Conclusions If the pathology-based vocabularies and narratives about genital diversity could be modified, and normative assumptions are questioned more often, clinicians may be more adept at integrating their new knowledge into a more coherent model of care to address the psychosocial concerns that genital surgery purports to overcome.

INTRODUCTION

Terms such as intersex, disorders or differences of sex development (DSD)¹ are used to refer to a group of genetic conditions where the combination of chromosomal, gonadal and genital sex characteristics does not map clearly onto the social categories of female or male. Some DSD conditions are associated with so-called ambiguous genitalia, such as when the clitoris–penis is deemed too large or too small, depending on the gender assigned to the child.

Gender assignment in these scenarios is complex and taxing. It takes account of the (preferably genetic) diagnosis, reproductive and sex anatomy, surgical options, fertility potential, exposure to prenatal androgens and parental preferences.² ³ From the late 1950s, in an era when the clitoris was not labelled as part of the human body in editions of Grey’s Anatomy, removal of all or part of the clitoris became a standard intervention for female-assigned children with ambiguous genitalia. Techniques have evolved from clitoroectomy (amputation of the clitoris) to clitoral recession (pleating together the erectile tissue while attempting to preserve the nerve and blood vessels).⁴

Infants and children cannot consent to surgery. Parental consent is usually predicated on the assumption that surgery will stabilise gender identity, prevent any negative psychosocial consequences of growing up with a larger clitoris and offer the adult normality in sexuality and relationships.⁵–⁸
Thus far, providers of childhood feminising genital surgery have reported only short-term outcomes and not the intended lifelong benefits. Attempts to review surgical outcomes are limited by small sample sizes, diverse surgical techniques and high attrition rates. Surgical evidence is further limited by the subjective nature of any evaluation of genital appearance. Without longitudinal evidence, it remains a leap of faith to extrapolate from childhood outcomes that satisfy paediatricians to outcomes that satisfy the postpubertal, sexually active adults who underwent childhood clitoral surgery.

In a landmark report based on 44 women who had undergone a ‘one-stage’ childhood feminising genitoplasty, almost all of the participants had already undergone multiple genital operations and were still in need of further surgery. Subsequent research has identified an association between clitoral surgery and inorgasmia and loss of clitoral sensitivity. In the most recent study of its kind, many adults expressed dissatisfaction with outcomes of their childhood surgery. These reports suggest that clitoral surgery is not achieving the intended long-term psychosocial and psychosexual goals. Furthermore, trauma and shame from multiple genital examinations and operations are a key theme in survivor stories.

The 2006 Consensus Statement on Management of Intersex Disorders acknowledged that surgery can harm and that risks of no surgery, which vary by condition, had been overstated. For example, the consensus statement clarified that medical knowledge provided only limited insight into gender identity development and that there was no evidence that surgery benefitted family relationships. Experts recommended that clitoral surgery be limited to cases of ‘severe virilisation’, a restriction subsequently challenged by paediatric surgeons confident in their ability to overcome the identified problems with new operative techniques. In a project aimed to estimate the impact of the consensus statement, half of the participating European DSD teams self-reported a reduction in clitoral surgery. However, actual National Health Service data in the UK indicated that the prevalence of clitoral surgery had not changed. In a recent multicentre study in the USA with parents of female-assigned and male-assigned children with genital differences, almost all of the parents in the study sample opted for their child to have genitoplasty.

Meanwhile, intersex activists have made significant advances in positioning childhood surgery as a human rights violation. In 2013, the Council of Europe called on its member states to ‘ensure that no-one is subjected to unnecessary medical or surgical treatment that is cosmetic rather than vital for health during infancy or childhood’. In the same year, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture called on nation states to repeal laws allowing ‘forced gender-normalising surgeries’. From April 2015, parents in Malta may consent to ‘any sex assignment treatment and/or surgical intervention on the sex characteristics of a minor’ only in ‘exceptional circumstances’ and must not be ‘driven by social factors’. In the same year, the European Union Fundamental Rights Agency recommended that member states ‘avoid non-consensual sex normalising medical treatments on intersex people’. These developments follow ongoing critiques of medical intervention on intersex bodies published in academic social science literature, summarised in a recent review.

Normalising clitoral surgery on minors is contentious, and health professionals (HPs) have the difficult task of helping parents decide. The current study asks: how do HPs specialising in this work currently negotiate the dilemmas surrounding clitoral surgery on minors?

METHODS

The current study is part of a larger project that involved talking to clinicians, affected young people, parents and general population samples about variations in sex development in Scotland, England, Norway and Sweden (SENS). The SENS project includes the largest interview study of European DSD professionals to date. It draws from critical psychological theory and focuses on how participants make sense of clinical practice.

The current study is based on qualitative semistructured interviews with HPs who were sampled internationally to provide a large enough group to offer anonymity. The 32 participants were recruited via email invitation from 12 hospitals in Britain and Sweden. They were recruited to the study via purposive snowball sampling. All were members of or affiliated to multidisciplinary teams for children, adolescents and adults with DSD. Most were highly clinically experienced in this field and many were also research active. They were: 13 surgical specialists (gynaecologists, urologists and paediatric surgeons), 9 non-surgical specialists (endocrinologists and psychosocial workers), 7 psychologists and 3 nurse specialists. All gave fully informed written consent to participate.

An academic psychologist (last author) not involved in care provision and not known to most of the participants carried out the semistructured interviews, which were guided by open questions (as shown in online supplementary file 1) that addressed clitoral surgery specifically, as well as other surgical, hormonal and psychological interventions in relation to sex development. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim by a professional transcriber and have been anonymised and stored securely in accordance with ethical requirements. Numbers in brackets (preceded by P) in the Results section refer to the participants’ anonymisation code. Unpublished data are not available to anyone outside the research team due to the sensitivity of the transcripts.

The data have been analysed using theoretical thematic analysis. First, the transcripts were coded according to types of clinical intervention and professional roles. Then, data coded as focusing on clitoral enlargement and clitoral surgery underwent further analysis. Existing literature was consulted to identify themes that resonated with the present analysis, and theoretical understandings from critical psychology were drawn on to inform the
analysis and interpretation. The themes that emerged out of this analysis centre on how HPs manage the issue of clitoral surgery.

Public and patient involvement
This study involves HPs rather than patients. A full account of the consultation process appears at the end of this article.

RESULTS
The interviewees consistently referred to clitoral surgery as ‘the big debate’ or ‘one big grey area’. All of those who mentioned the stance taken by their team claimed a ‘conservative’ approach (P15) and described themselves and their colleagues as ‘a lot more restrictive’ (P22), being ‘quite hands off’ (P21) and ‘much happier to not perform surgery’ (P32). The consistency suggests a dynamic of pluralistic ignorance; all teams articulated reasons to reject the incumbent norm of continuing the practice of clitoral surgery but, in the absence of clear data on rates of surgery, they believed that other teams were more in favour of it than themselves. Our analysis suggests that the HPs managed the conflicting views on surgery by deploying four overlapping strategies: (1) engaging with new thinking, (2) holding on to historical assumptions, (3) reducing the burden of dilemma and (4) being flexible. These strategies are discussed in the context of relevant literatures.

Engaging with new thinking
Some of the data show how HPs engaged with new thinking, for example, when participants mentioned scientific reports that challenge the validity of childhood clitoral surgery. One paediatric endocrinologist said, ‘If you had asked me fifteen years ago I would have said that [it] may be important to do surgery to prevent urinary infections and so on but then the follow-up shows that is not really an issue…’ (P14). This HP went on to say:

with time I have become more hesitant erm… to let children have surgery and I think also after we have had this […] follow up of the CAH [congenital adrenal hyperplasia] women I think also I am more hesitant so we have a number of CAH girls now that are not erm… that have not been through surgery…

Bioethical discussions emphasise the rights of the child to an open future in which their cognitive and emotional capacities could be taken into account as they become more involved in decision-making over time.27 28 The influences of conversations about children’s right to decide for themselves (later) were evident:

…I don’t think that [parental consent to surgery] is um, appropriate anymore. I think the patient should be able to um, decide for herself later on in life. (P24)

Another type of new knowledge, that which has come from collaborative, interdisciplinary efforts by advocates, ethicists and clinicians to destigmatisé genital variations when conversing with parents,29 was much less visible in the present data. One HP did report talking to parents about their newborn as a ‘beautiful baby’ whom the team would like to get to know better in order to assist the family (P34), but the use of a more socially inclusive language was, on the whole, rare in the transcripts.

Holding on to historical assumptions
Concerns about the psychosocial impact of anatomical differences are realistic, and it is the responsibility of DSD teams to support patients and families to address their concerns. Much of the dataset demonstrates how HPs were familiar with the idea of normalising surgery as an effective solution to address potential psychosocial difficulties. However, the idea that surgery would normalise anatomy and therefore overcome the anticipated difficulties in peer relations is an assumption that has not been evidenced. Nevertheless, the interviewees repeatedly cited such assumptions as the question of clitoral surgery came up in interview:

Well I suppose it’s… normalising the appearance so that they feel more normal erm… so that might mean that it’s easier for them in a social si-you know swimming costumes that sort of thing so they don’t look unusual. (P21)

While the HPs had not come across children being bullied or rejected on account of untreated genital differences, for example, a psychologist said, ‘I have not necessarily experienced that first hand to know if families do experience that’, (P40) unmanageable negative psychosocial consequences were generally assumed. It was also suggested that a more normative genital appearance would help the family to accept the child. For example, a urologist said, ‘the family needs to have the surgery in order to bond with the child’ (P32). Clitoral reduction was acknowledged by this HP as being ‘more for [the parents] than necessarily for the child’—the kind of reasoning that is strongly discouraged by human rights policies.30 Furthermore, a feasibility study involving parents who deferred clitoral surgery for their female-assigned children reported no undue psychosocial concerns about clitoral enlargement, at least in childhood, provided appropriate medical and psychological care were in place.31

In the earliest interview study with DSD clinicians on record,31 Kessler made the point that clinicians consciously and non-consciously drew on their personal values and preferences as they interpreted the needs of children and their parents. This observation could also be identified in the current data. For example, a nurse specialist said, ‘maybe if I had a child of my own and they, and they had a very… large clitoromegaly, I, I, I might want them to have surgery … but that’s my own personal, you know?’ (P35).

The consensus statement acknowledged the absence of evidence that clitoral surgery succeeded in normalising
anatomy, identity and relationships. Research also shows that genital surgery is an aspect of DSD that affected adults least often talk about with others. Surgery could therefore introduce additional stigma for individuals and families to overcome. While the interviewees understood early surgery to be controversial because it compromised the rights of the child, they rarely referenced other factors in the controversy, such as the lack of evidence for its intended psychosocial benefits and the potential for it to cause harm.

Reducing the burden of dilemma

The data suggest that many HPs tackled the surgery dilemma by separating the easier decisions from the more difficult ones. Three factors appear to make clitoral surgery less dilemmatic: patient choice, clitoral size and surgical skills.

Clitoral surgery was considered unproblematic if the patient were to express a wish for it, as one participant said, ‘one constantly has to consider the patients’ needs and wishes...’ (P22).

The second factor considered to lessen the dilemma was the severity of clitoral enlargement. According to the consensus statement, clitoral surgery should be reserved for cases of severe virilisation. Some HPs would, for example, say to the parents of a girl with a mildly enlarged clitoris, ‘No, this is not a surgical option’ but would perform clitoral surgery if the child were ‘definitely being raised as female for very good reasons’ and had ‘a very large phallus’ (P29). Likewise, another HP said, ‘it is not necessary to do anything at all’ for girls presenting ‘a mild phenotype’ (P16), yet another said, ‘it’s not so easy to be raised as a girl and have a penis’ (P25).

Some interviewees suggested, however, that size did not map neatly onto surgical decision. They acknowledged that parental preference ‘doesn’t always reflect the degree of abnormality’ (P21), so much so that ‘you cannot predict which family will want [surgery] and which ones are not going to want it’. (P32) According to some HPs, parents of children with larger clitoris varied ‘enormously’ in attitude, with some parents being keen to accept surgery and others just as keen to avoid it. According to the interviewees, patients also seem to be highly variable in their responses to a bigger clitoris. For example, contrary to the HP above who felt that it was ‘not easy to be raised as a girl and have a penis’, the gynaecologist below reflected on exactly such a girl for whom large clitoral size was a non-problem:

However, [laughs] she’s not that bothered by it [laughs] and it’s not giving her any trouble... so although her phallus looks big to us... we haven’t said to her, you know, ‘You’ve got a big clitoris there,’ but we’re interested in it. (P20)

It is recognised that some individuals who were surgically feminised in childhood subsequently reassign themselves as male. Furthermore, physicians have reported successful male assignment of 46,XX (XX refers to chromosomes) children with severely virilised genitals and questioned the ‘dogma’ of female assignment that is typical for these children. Such realities render surgery for severe virilisation no less dilemmatic than for mild virilisation. Despite these known observations, a psychologist in the current study struggled for 17 seconds to express doubt about the necessity of clitoral surgery:

Eh... [silence 17s] I mean... the clitoris could be... when it comes to function... as big... as almost a normal penis... but... ehm... but I still think that... ehm... I’m now thinking, is there a medical... indication... for operating that big clitoris? (P37)

The data suggest that, in the instance of significant clitoral enlargement, some HPs specialising in this area can sometimes forget that clitoral surgery is not being done to address biomedical concerns. It is this very point that makes it dilemmatic.

A third strategy that participants used to reduce the burden of dilemma involves maintaining a high level of professional confidence in preserving clitoral sensitivity while normalising genital appearance. A gynaecologist who worked with a plastic surgeon described the care that they would take to ‘disguise’ the clitoris by building up the hood without disturbing the blood and nerve supply and not ‘getting priapism or getting [the clitoris] completely insensitive’ (P20). Another gynaecologist referred to ‘elaborate techniques’ that preserve function and sensation ‘to the highest degree’ (P22). Direct references to the risk of severing the diffuse nerve supply around the clitoris and the association between clitoral surgery and impaired genital sensitivity were rare in the transcripts. Some adults who had been recipients of childhood clitoral surgery have challenged the notion that sensation could be reliably preserved or that better surgery was the answer to genital variations. These perspectives were likewise not prominent in the present data.

In the clinical literature, poor results are often attributed to older techniques and deemed no longer relevant, and optimism is maintained via confidence in new techniques. As a gynaecologist said, surgeons ‘all use different methods so it is really difficult to compare’ (P21). Confusion around how to interpret the changing surgical literature was evident in the interviews. There was, for example, a tendency to view poor outcomes as unique to other teams.

We had a paediatric surgeon who worked here who did really really nice repairs and some of his patients that have come through now... actually I think the results were good... I know the [name of a different hospital] experience is that most of the results are pretty bad and some of them don’t look good at all. (P21)
These perceptions could lead to a situation whereby parents’ and patients’ decisions are not being guided by realistic risk information. There are many examples throughout the data of participants using these strategies to reduce the burden of the dilemma around clitoral surgery. Another common approach was to try to be flexible rather than to take a clear and principled stand.

**Being flexible**

Given the uncertainties, a flexible approach might seem reasonable. However, an unprincipled approach could trap HPs in scenarios of paradoxical intentions. In the example excerpt below, the paediatric endocrinologist described the mother’s tacit acceptance as ‘extreme’ and ‘adamant that they want something else’ (P37). Even so, the psychologist said, ‘My little daughter can run around naked … [on the beach] with her big clitoris, I don’t mind and no one else should mind either…’ (P37). Even so, the psychologist described the mother’s tacit acceptance as ‘extreme’ and lamented that clitoral enlargement could only be tolerated ‘in another world.’

Researchers have observed that to some parents, surgery is so obvious that it did not require decision-making.5 38 Some parents have indicated that they would consent to surgery even if it would reduce genital sensitivity.6 Therefore, what happens if a parent were to insist on operating on a small child whose clitoris is insignificantly enlarged? A urologist referred to just such a dilemma:

And then I’ve seen, um, little girls with a clitoris that’s very mildly enlarged and it causes the family great concern and you counsel them strongly not to have surgery and they still, ‘No we want it.’ So that’s a more difficult one. (P32)

Researchers have observed that to some parents, surgery is so obvious that it did not require decision-making.5 38 Some parents have indicated that they would consent to surgery even if it would reduce genital sensitivity.6 Therefore, what happens if a parent were to insist on operating on a small child whose clitoris is insignificantly enlarged? A urologist referred to just such a dilemma:

And then I’ve seen, um, little girls with a clitoris that’s very mildly enlarged and it causes the family great concern and you counsel them strongly not to have surgery and they still, ‘No we want it.’ So that’s a more difficult one. (P32)

Clinicians have observed that some parents strongly disagree with the idea that children should decide about surgery for themselves.6 Therefore, what happens if a parent were to insist on operating on a small child whose clitoris is insignificantly enlarged? A urologist referred to just such a dilemma:

And then I’ve seen, um, little girls with a clitoris that’s very mildly enlarged and it causes the family great concern and you counsel them strongly not to have surgery and they still, ‘No we want it.’ So that’s a more difficult one. (P32)

**DISCUSSION**

This study shows how HPs specialising in DSD may misunderstand childhood clitoral surgery as controversial yet fall back on spurious claims about intended but unverified psychosocial benefits of such surgery. It appears that some HPs forget that clitoral surgery is not done for medical reasons, and many consider that poor outcomes are produced ‘elsewhere.’ These findings have significant implications for how HPs talk with parents about clitoral size and how they conceptualise care plans.

The research participants might have felt under pressure to position themselves as HPs who interrogate childhood genital surgery. Therefore, there may have been some selection bias in that only those HPs who questioned elective medical interventions came forward to be interviewed. With this limitation in mind, these HPs understood clitoral surgery on minors to be controversial. This potentially reflects the cultural context in the UK and Scandinavia and may not be generalisable to other locations globally. While a number of strategies for managing the dilemmas could be identified in the interview transcripts, these were often contradictory and could compound HPs’ difficulties and confuse families.

Given the historical and ongoing debates about clitoral surgery, the lack of coherence is understandable. Childhood surgery has been standard practice for decades, leaving little scope for comparative research. It is uncertain to what extent the difficulties highlighted by empirical research and survivor stories10-14 are influenced by the imperfect results of surgery, other aspects of DSD conditions, poor psychological care, diminished family functioning or a combination of these and perhaps some other factors. HPs advise parents on clitoral surgery under conditions of uncertainty, with no more to guide them than a patchy and rapidly changing surgical literature, survivor stories in the grey literature, human rights challenges, and their personal values and assumptions about the gendered contexts in which children develop. Future research with families who decline clitoral surgery for their child may provide more insight about how the parents or surrogates talk about bodies and bodily differences with their children. This type of research can be helpful for HPs and for parents who have to make difficult decisions for the child.

Our interviewees struggled to reconcile their new knowledge with the incumbent norm-based assumptions. They were clear about the non-linear relationship between anatomy and psychology; they knew that clitoris size did not always predict the scale of individuals’ reactions or their wishes regarding surgery. They were simultaneously surprised and even shocked by the unproblematic reactions of those parents and patients who were ‘not bothered’ by a larger clitoris. A psychologist, for example, described a mother who felt no stigmatisation at all about her daughter’s clitoral difference and who apparently said, ‘My little daughter can run around naked … [on the beach] with her big clitoris, I don’t mind and no one else should mind either…’ (P37). Even so, the psychologist described the mother’s tacit acceptance as ‘extreme’ and lamented that clitoral enlargement could only be tolerated ‘in another world.’

Parents and patients opting out of clitoral surgery do not live in another world but the current one, where clinical specialists and care advocates have already produced detailed guides for talking to parents about their child.
with genital variations without relying on medical framing. Mention of active use of these resources was absent; even though these experts provide a helpful language with which to create non-surgical care pathways. Until other experts confidently formulate care options become available, many parents do not have a genuine choice. Surgery may be a high-risk strategy involving multiple hospital visits, regular anatomical inspections and repeat genital operations, but it remains compelling so long as it is the only established treatment pathway. According to the current transcripts, it is the only one articulated.

Ethically and psychosocially informed alternatives require HPs to question the norm-based assumptions, whose salience in the present data beg explaining. DSD care has historically been located in acute medicine, where the dimorphic language of normality and abnormality is integral to a curative model. Such a care model may render normalising interventions inevitable. The acute medical culture may therefore not be the most adept at approaching medically benign genital variations or at fostering the use of richer, more inclusive language with which to talk and think about diversity of genital anatomy and function.

Wherever DSD care is located in future, the social motivation that underpins clitoral surgery renders two questions inevitable. First, does surgery deliver the projected long-term psychosocial outcomes? Second, is there a less invasive, lower risk and more reversible way than surgery to realise the same outcomes? Instead of being saddled by the first, more familiar question, today’s clinicians could switch to the second question. If its answer is ‘yes’, then the first question is superfluous.

CONCLUSION
HPs engaged with new knowledge that questioned childhood clitoral surgery but also recycled familiar assumptions that used to be accepted as the rationale for surgery. Their struggles to integrate conflicting ideas were reflected in the contradictory ways of talking about clitoral surgery and a lack of reference to other care options. The current findings point to a risk of DSD experts working in a silo, unaware of social changes that are afoot, even as some patients and families are beginning to report unproblematic reactions to clitoral differences. In order to translate their broad wish to limit the practice of clitoral surgery, HPs will need to question social norms in the same way that some service users already do. This means adopting a more inclusive language to talk and think about genital differences and formulating alternative interventions to address the psychosocial concerns that surgery is purported to address.

Public and patient involvement
This study involved HPs rather than patients. A number of research plans were discussed during multiple conversations over a 15-month period and involving the paediatric–adolescent–adult DSD services at Great Ormond Street Hospital and University College London Hospitals in the UK. The eventual research programme was based on the comments and feedback from the large multidisciplinary teams, literature reviews and ethical considerations. The analysis was presented to the teams above before the manuscript was finalised and submitted.
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